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Introduction
About The VIP Program
Everyone Plays®!
The American Youth Soccer Organization (AYSO) is famous for its six core
philosophies, one of which is “Everyone Plays®,” which means that every player
must play at least one half of every game. The Very Important Player (VIP) program
challenges people to consider this worthy philosophy in a new light: When all
individuals with disabilities are given the opportunity to play soccer, then everyone
truly plays.
VIP Vision Statement
The vision of the AYSO VIP Program is to create VIP teams in every AYSO Region
wherever possible and to maximize opportunities for VIP player participation where
VIP teams are not available.
VIP Mission Statement
The mission of the AYSO VIP Program is to provide a quality soccer experience for
individuals whose physical or mental disabilities make it difficult for them to
successfully participate on mainstream soccer teams. What is successful
participation? It should be defined by the player’s enjoyment and the safety of all
team members.
History of VIP Soccer
The AYSO VIP Program was officially launched in 1991 for players with physical
and/or mental disabilities. At that time and for some years following its inception,
participation in the program was limited to ambulatory children through the age of
18. Several years later the ambulatory restriction was removed and the age limit
extended to the length of time the player remained in school, which varied from state
to state.
In 1999, recognizing a VIP player’s need for ongoing fitness and leisure activities
into adulthood, the AYSO National Board of Directors removed the upper age limit
for VIP players entirely. The minimum age corresponds to AYSO’s age eligibility –
currently 4 years of age by July 31 prior to the start of the playing season or, in some
Regions with permission of the Section Director, by the date of the Region’s first
organized activity – camp, practice or game.
Defining VIP Players
As the Mission Statement says, the VIP Program is open to any individual with a
disability who cannot successfully participate on a mainstream soccer team. The
reality is that a large percentage of players on VIP teams have some degree of
mental disability, sometimes in addition to physical ones and the VIP materials are
geared toward this population. The result is that this program may have the
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appearance of requiring a mental disability in order to register, one that is simply not
true – all players with any disabilities are welcome.
Because of the proportion of players with mental disabilities on VIP teams, players
who have a physical disability alone may not always feel like they belong with these
players and may resist being placed on a VIP team. To understand this from the
player’s perspective, imagine any mainstream player you know who breaks a leg
and finds himself or herself on crutches for a length of time. Everything is the same
about the player – except the mobility. Players with physical disabilities are no
different. Their mental capacities and expectations for themselves are high. In
almost every way they belong with other mainstream players, yet many times they
are given no choice but to play on a VIP team. This may or may not be an
acceptable placement. VIP volunteers need to be sensitive to the needs of these
players and work within the Region or community to find a way for them to
participate as fully as they can on a team that is appropriate for them.
In larger metropolitan areas where there is a larger pool of players, there may be
more opportunities for players with physical disabilities to play on disability-specific
teams. Refer to the Appendix for a listing of Disability Sports Organizations (DSOs)
and their contact information.
A Word about Words
With the advent of “political correctness,” sweeping efforts were made to change
terminology so that it was no longer offensive or demeaning when referring to certain
groups or individuals. The trouble is that the individuals in question may not have
been consulted as to what was offensive or demeaning to them.
The word disability is not considered offensive by people with disabilities as long as
they are portrayed in an appropriate, positive and sensitive manner. The person
should always be named first – instead of “disabled person” use “person with a
disability.” Avoid images designed to evoke pity or guilt – “wheelchair user” should
be used instead of “wheelchair bound.”

6
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How a VIP Program Works
As Part of an AYSO Region
Most VIP programs are administered as another “division” of an AYSO Region;
affording VIP teams the opportunity for participation in Regional activities such as
Opening Day, Picture Day and awards banquets. An equally important opportunity is
afforded mainstream players to participate in VIP as buddies where they get to know
VIP players as individuals and friends.
The VIP Administrator works with other key individuals in the Region to secure
uniforms, field space, practice and game schedules and other necessities for the VIP
teams.
As a VIP League
A second option is available for starting a VIP program in communities where there
is no AYSO Region close by. In such cases, a “VIP League” can be formed in much
the same way, but on a smaller scale, that AYSO Regions are formed.
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A Quality Soccer
Experience
Experience: Goals and Objectives of the VIP Program
Goal: Players will have fun playing soccer
Objectives:
• To introduce all skills by using games
• To allow players to set the pace
• To relax and be flexible
• To keep everything positive
Goal: Players will understand the fundamentals of the game
Objectives:
• To give each player plenty of opportunities to play the ball
• To build skills on the success of previously learned skills
• To involve family members in learning soccer fundamentals
Goal: Players will learn teamwork and fair play
Objectives:
• To build teamwork and fair play into practice sessions
• To encourage team identity by wearing uniforms and participating in team
get-togethers
• To reward positive effort when teamwork and fair play are observed
Goal: Players will increase their self-esteem
Objectives:
• To establish individual, realistic goals with players
• To encourage effort toward goals, no matter how small
• To recognize player effort and achievement
Goal: Players will become more physically fit
Objectives:
• To encourage maximum participation in physical movement for each player at
his or her level
• To facilitate player participation in off-season physical activities or sports
Goal: Players will meet and be comfortable with new people
Objectives:
• To encourage parents to play a supportive, not active, role during games
• To facilitate the development of positive player relationships with buddies and
other volunteers
• To utilize community helpers

8
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The VIP Administrator
A Very Important Person
Many titles have been used to describe the person in charge of the VIP program in
an AYSO Region. AYSO encourages the use of the title “Administrator” to conform
to the other key volunteers in the Region – the Coach Administrator and the Referee
Administrator. The title is not so important, but the duties are!
The VIP Administrator need not have prior special training or experience with special
needs populations, but should have a keen interest in their welfare and a desire to
see that the VIP program is started and becomes strong.
It is recommended that the VIP Administrator not hold other key positions on the
Regional Board or in Regional operations, but be able to work with key volunteers to
ensure that the needs of the VIP division of the Region are being met.

VIP Leagues
The operations of a VIP League – one not associated with an AYSO Region – run
somewhat differently. The League Commissioner is in charge and must secure two
other board members – the Safety Director/CVPA and the Treasurer/Registrar.
Details are provided in the section “Starting a VIP Program.”

Qualities of a Successful VIP Administrator
•

Has a strong interest in learning about the needs of individuals with
disabilities and their families

•

Is committed to making soccer available for all potential players with
disabilities in the community

•

Relates well to people; is approachable, sensitive and friendly

•

Has self-confidence to recruit volunteers, solicit donations and sponsorships,
approach the media and continue in spite of sometimes initial discouraging
response numbers

•

Is well-organized and able to multi-task

•

Knows how to delegate and is not afraid to ask for assistance

VIP Program Guide – 2011-2012
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Responsibilities of the VIP Administrator
See the Appendix for official AYSO Job Description
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•

Acts as liaison to the Regional Board and community

•

Coordinates publicity and sponsorship solicitation

•

Recruits coaches, referees and buddies

•

Oversees the training of all VIP volunteers

•

Coordinates with the Region on player registration, uniform ordering and field
and game scheduling

•

Conducts meetings and/or makes presentations on behalf of the VIP program
when necessary
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Starting A VIP Program
Identify a VIP Administrator and Other Key Volunteers
In an AYSO Region
It is essential that a volunteer be found who has at least some of the qualities listed
on the previous page, but more importantly, is able to concentrate on the formation
of a VIP program without having other major volunteer duties. This often is, but
doesn’t have to be, a parent who wants a son or daughter to be able to play soccer.
The VIP Administrator ideally finds two or three more people to assist with the
organization of the program. Essential duties are detailed in the following sections.
For a VIP League
To distinguish this type of VIP program from a typical AYSO Region it is called a
“VIP League,” and the person in charge is known as the League Commissioner. The
following different steps need to be taken in starting a VIP League:
1. Contact the National Office at (800) 872-2976. Ask for the VIP Department. The
staff there will supply you with the necessary forms to complete and send in and
the job descriptions of the board members below.
2. Identify a VIP League Commissioner.
3. Identify a Safety Director/Child and Volunteer Protection Advocate.
4. Identify a Treasurer/Registrar.
5. Complete and fax or send in the Pilot Application, budget and any other
paperwork required.
6. A minimum number of 24 players is required to start a VIP League.

Advertise, Publicize and Meet Parents
Advertise for Players
Create a flyer that can be distributed through special education classrooms. Any
item going home with students will need to be approved by an administrator, usually
the Director of Special Education or Superintendent of the district. Sample flyers can
be found at www.AYSO.org/VIP and is also included in a VIP Starter pack for new
Regions. Please keep in mind to have your flyers with the following key elements:
•
•
•

Simplicity
Graphics that show non-ambulatory players
Text that emphasizes both physical and mental disabilities

It is much more effective if you can set up a short meeting with the administrator,
explaining how the VIP program works and conveying your sincerity and desire to
VIP Program Guide – 2011-2012
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Advertise, Publicize and Meet Parents
provide this great opportunity for special needs students. With all the paperwork that
crosses administrators’ desks, your flyer and cover letter could get overlooked or put
into a “low priority” pile.
In addition to sending flyers home with students, send some with a cover letter to
other organized soccer programs in the area, adaptive PE instructors, Parks &
Recreation Departments, Challenger Little League and Special Olympics programs.
Flyers can also be posted in strategic areas – medical offices, libraries and other
public places. Larger, eye-catching VIP posters will aid advertising efforts greatly
(See the Appendix for ordering information).
Advertise for Buddies (non-disabled field helpers)
During the first week of school, contact the community service coordinators for
middle schools, high schools and local colleges or universities. They will be
informing students now how they can earn community service credits – which are
required now in many schools – and are usually looking for different ways students
can earn them. Provide a flyer and cover letter detailing the duties and time
commitments for becoming a VIP buddy (see Appendix). Buddies should register in
person on a (Youth) Volunteer Application Form at the time of the Region’s player
(or VIP program) registration.
Publicize
Contact the local news media to generate wider public interest and support. Here
are some ideas:
1. Call your favorite “local section” or human interest newspaper reporter (either
print or internet) to discuss the program. Reporters are always interested in a
different “angle” on standard news, so they may feature a VIP program while
ignoring mainstream soccer.
2. Sports writers also need new angles. Try them!
3. Contact local TV news and sports anchors. If you find it difficult getting past the
operator, try calling the newsroom on a Saturday.
4. Call or send in Public Service Announcements (PSAs) to TV and Radio stations.
5. Secure a spokesperson. A local well-respected celebrity (TV anchor, athlete,
politician, etc.) can help you make inroads and get the word out quickly.
Adjust Expectations
For many typical soccer programs, the standard publicity methods yield almost more
players than can be handled. Frequently a waiting list is even added. Unfortunately,
the phrase “If you build it, they will come” does not usually apply to VIP programs.
Flyers, posters and media coverage alone will probably not be enough.
This is the point at which VIP organizers can begin to get discouraged. They usually
recognize that there will not be enough potential players within the AYSO Region,
and make efforts to reach all Special-Education students through the schools. After
a media blitz and flyers sent home with every student, the yield still may be
distressingly small.
12
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Advertise, Publicize and Meet Parents
Be assured that this response is typical when starting VIP programs. VIP organizers
must adjust their expectations accordingly. The flyers and advertisements should still
go out, but additional methods frequently need to be employed. The potential
players may be identified, but now their parents must be invited and convinced that
VIP soccer is for them.
Parent Expectations
Parents of individuals with disabilities learn to expect that what is offered and
available to the non-disabled world is usually not open to special needs individuals.
Parents see the disappointment on their faces and stay home with them while their
siblings go to friends’ homes, practices, games and other activities. Parents also
learn to expect that they are their disabled child’s sole advocates. While that may not
be entirely true, parents do frequently face lonely, uphill battles in fighting for basic
services for a child with disabilities – services that most people take for granted.
With these factors in mind, it is not hard to understand why parents who have
children with disabilities may be more defensive, protective and exhausted than the
average parent. They may not be looking for one more thing to do, even though it
may be potentially positive for the child. They may have stopped looking, asking and
hoping for some fun activities that are designed primarily for special needs
individuals. They may overlook a flyer or advertisement.
Meeting Parents
Meeting one parent of an individual who has a disability will probably lead you to
more parents who have met while waiting in doctors’ or therapists’ offices, at school
functions or in parent support groups. If you can make connections with at least one
parent who captures your enthusiasm and passion, word-of-mouth advertising will
go a long way toward securing players.
If you can make a short presentation (video and PSA available on-line) about the
VIP program at a parent meeting, that’s even better. A personal appearance has the
power of making the program real to parents and assuring them of your
commitment. Call the school district Special Education Director to inquire about
parent meeting locations and times.
More than any other special program in AYSO, the VIP Program is an outreach – an
extension of the hand of friendship from the Region or league organizers into their
community and beyond. A successful VIP program will likely draw players from a
wide radius, since their options for sport and recreation are usually limited.

VIP Program Guide – 2011-2012
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Register Players, Buddies and Adult Volunteers
Registration Forms
All players and volunteers in AYSO must be registered before practices begin. From
a liability standpoint and for everyone’s protection, it is important not only that the
forms are completed, but that they are entered into AYSO’s Player Registration
system, eAYSO or sent to the AYSO National Office for data entry along with the
applicable fees.
There are three standard forms to use: the Player Registration Form, the Youth
Volunteer Application Form and the Volunteer Application Form. Buddies even if
they are registered AYSO players must fill out the Youth Volunteer Application Form.
An additional form, the VIP Player Profile, is useful for gathering other vital
information about the players (see the Appendix). It can be used at registration or
can be given to the coaches to hand out at the initial parent meeting (a similar form
can be found in back of the VIP Coach Manual). The completed VIP Player Profiles
should stay with the Player Registration Form copies and be brought by the coach to
each practice and game.
When signing up buddies, you need to gather from them the following additional
information:
•

Name/address/phone/age, grade, school attending

•

Transportation needed

•

Detailed directions to their home, if applicable

•

Special skills

•

Physical strength (helpful when pairing them with players)

•

Percent of games/practices they expect to attend

•

Parent signature if they are under 18

(See Appendix for a sample Buddy Information Form)
Registration Location
Be sure to secure a location for registration that is handicapped accessible. Ideally,
the VIP registration is held at the same place and time as the Regional registration.
This helps to create maximum exposure and opportunities to recruit buddies and
other volunteers for VIP, and also helps to promote the idea that the VIP program is
an integral part of the Region—remember, ideally, VIP is just another division of the
Region. Schools and other public places where registrations are usually held should
be accessible, but confirm this in advance and locate the VIP registration area in a
convenient place.

14
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Recruiting Volunteers
Registration Issues
A crucial step is often overlooked – the registration of your VIP program with the
National Office. It is important that you take the time to complete this form and mail,
email or fax it in. The registration form is in the Appendix or call the National Office
and request that the form be sent as an email attachment.
eAYSO
Work with the Regional Registrar to ensure that he/she understands how to enter
VIP players correctly in the AYSO database. There is a VIP designation in the
Division pull-down menu. Many times VIP players do not appear correctly identified
because they were not entered into the system properly. It is important to have
accurate numbers of VIP participants on hand nationally for prospective sponsors,
demographic calculations and strategic planning.
Many times, VIP programs that are part of a Region are added by volunteers who do
not have awareness of the start-up process or of what is available to them. They
hear about VIP, then simply register players and start playing. While there is nothing
technically wrong with this, there are important advantages to officially registering
the program and identifying the VIP Administrator in the business system.
•

The Region is identified nationally as a VIP Region – a true distinction! Parents
calling to find the closest program will be directed to the appropriate contact.

•

The VIP Administrator is identifiable for mailings and/or email messages with
important information that otherwise may not get passed on to them.

•

The VIP Administrator will receive support, training and access to materials
specially designed for VIP programs.

A final note: registration with VIP players is usually an ongoing process. There may
be one major “registration night,” but plan to add players throughout the pre-season
and perhaps even into the season as more people become aware of the program.

Recruiting Volunteers
Buddies: Non-disabled persons who guide VIP players on the field
The best buddies are older elementary, middle school, high school, and college
students. As there will likely be a wider age range when just getting started – unless
there are enough players to divide into age groups—recruit an age range of buddies
to facilitate appropriate pairing. There are several reasons why peers make good
buddies:
•
•
•
•

The players may respond better to peers.
Peer buddies begin to form friendships with the players.
Peer buddies learn and grow from performing a positive, affirming service.
The players learn to become comfortable with people outside their families.

It is not recommended that parents be recruited as buddies. There are several
reasons for this:
VIP Program Guide – 2011-2012
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Recruiting Volunteers
•
•
•
•

Parents have full-time duty at all other times. They deserve a chance to relax.
Parents need to learn to let go and let their child rely on other people at times.
Players are apt to act their worst with mom or dad on the field with them.
Parents on the sidelines have more opportunities to meet and form friendships
with other parents. This is extremely important! It will also encourage their
consistent attendance and participation.

As previously stated, many schools are now requiring their students to perform
community service. Even without this requirement, when players and students
become involved with VIP players, recruiting buddies is not the problem! The
problem is deciding who to choose and giving everyone a fair chance to be a buddy.
Coaches
The VIP Administrator often coaches in the program, since frequently there are only
enough players to divide up and play each other. Just as frequently, that person is a
parent of one of the players. Parents of special needs players are not hesitant to
work with individuals with disabilities, as often mainstream coaches are. Other
people who may volunteer more readily to coach are Special Education teachers,
paraprofessionals and therapists who interact daily with the special needs
population. College students pursuing either an adapted PE or Special Education
degree are also a good source for volunteers. They are usually eager for hands-on
experience with special needs students. These people may readily accept an
invitation to coach.
But a VIP coach need not have experience with players who have disabilities. What
a VIP coach DOES need is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An easy-going, friendly demeanor
The ability to demonstrate a thorough understanding of the word flexible
An open mind and heart
A desire to work with VIP players
A willingness to learn and attend clinics and training
A commitment to everyone having fun: players and helpers!

Referees
All VIP games need structure, but all VIP games do not always need an official
referee. AYSO says that in U-6 division games, a trained and certified referee is
optional, and young inexperienced VIP players generally correspond to this age
group. However, keep in mind that most VIP teams will have a much broader age
range than any other division in AYSO, so the overall make-up of the teams (age,
ability, and experience) determines whether a referee is required. As players
develop their skills and understanding of the game, official referees should always
be used.
Because VIP coaches are allowed on the field with the players, they can often act as
officiators, facilitating the flow of the game and assisting with restarts and other key
game elements. The VIP Volunteer Training keeps this unofficial referee in mind.

16
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Train Volunteers
It is still a good idea to recruit and schedule trained and certified referees so they
can gain some experience with VIP players. With even limited exposure, it is almost
guaranteed that your referees will become valuable advocates for the program.
Why? Where else do referees receive bear hugs during the game? Where else do
they hear nothing but joyful cheering from the parents and coaches? With VIP
games, referees re-discover enjoyment in the act of officiating. They begin to vie for
the privilege of being assigned a VIP game.
Recruiting VIP referees is generally easier than recruiting coaches because referees
do not have the same level of involvement with the players. As long as they are
provided with guidelines for officiating VIP games, they quickly become comfortable
in their new role as VIP referee. The VIP Referee Manual offers these guidelines.
When considering which referees to recruit, you can afford to be selective. If you are
not familiar with the available referees in your Region or community, find someone
who is familiar. In an AYSO Region, that person is most likely the Regional Referee
Administrator. In non-AYSO communities, contact the local soccer association or
league for assistance. The referees who make the best VIP officials are:
•

Experienced. Inexperienced referees tend to be more rigid. In their efforts to do
everything right they may be overzealous in controlling the game.

•

Inofficiously. Select referees who are more interested in keeping things fun, fair
and safe for the players than they are in drawing attention to their mastery on the
field.

•

Flexible. This is possible in a referee! The referee must be able to let go of
standard conventions and be able to defer to the coaches when making some
calls (for example, knowing when to ask a player to perform a restart over).

•

Willing to learn. Referees who come on the field “knowing it all” won’t learn what
they need to learn and will have difficulty recognizing and appreciating the many
serendipitous moments that occur during a VIP game.

Train Volunteers
All volunteers who will be working directly with VIP players need to be trained before
the season begins. Some of the training will take the form of a clinic or workshop
and some will be in the form of an in-service. Having trained volunteers reduces
risks both for the players and the volunteers and helps to ensure a positive
experience for everyone.
Both types of VIP programs – those that are part of an AYSO Region and those that
are VIP Leagues – are part of AYSO, therefore subject to its training requirements.
Training is offered at the Region, Area and Section levels at various times and
locations. For Regional VIP programs, contact your Regional Commissioner to find
out about the training available locally. For VIP Leagues, contact the National Office
and the staff will help you find and get the training you need.

VIP Program Guide – 2011-2012
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Train Volunteers
Safe Haven Certification: Child and Volunteer Protection
AYSO designates training and certification as necessary components of Safe
Haven, its risk management program developed in response to the Child Protection
Act of 1993 and the Volunteer Protection Act of 1997. Training is related to the
duties of the job the volunteer has agreed to do, e.g., coach. Certification is
verification that the volunteer has been trained in child specific standards and
understands the Safe Haven guidelines pertaining to their job.
Coach Training and Certification
VIP coaches should take VIP Volunteer Training, age-specific AYSO coaching
courses and AYSO’s Safe Haven Certification courses. This is about a 4.5 hour
(total) time commitment, because coaches have the most exposure to players,
therefore the highest level of risk. The fact that parents are required to attend
practices and games for VIP players does not eliminate the need for the coach to be
properly trained and certified. VIP coaches should take at a minimum the U-6
Coaching Course and use the VIP Coach Manual. Taking more coaching courses is
recommended and many VIP players expect the coach to have more advanced
knowledge to keep teaching new skills as they progress and develop as players.
Referee Training
The training of VIP referees is handled differently because it is assumed that official
referees used in VIP games are experienced, therefore previously trained and
certified. In games for which there is no official referee, a VIP coach should assume
the officiating duties, and that training is covered in the VIP Volunteer Training. If the
VIP coach has not received this training but took the U-6 Course, it would be wise
for the coach to also take the U-8 Referee Course.
Referee and Coach In-service
After referees and coaches have been recruited and the coaches trained, the VIP
Administrator should conduct an in-service for the coaches and referees. The
purpose of holding it jointly is not just to save time, but more importantly to allow for
open discussion and exchange of ideas, to ensure that information is consistently
delivered, and to reinforce the reality that VIP coaches and referees must engage in
a team effort for maximum success during games. The in-service should cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introductions
Philosophy of the VIP program
General expectations of VIP Coaches, Referees, Buddies and parents
Review of the VIP Referee Manual for guidelines and usage of the Laws of the
Game
Special rules, circumstances, and allowances
Questions and answers

Buddy Training
Buddies should not be allowed to assist players on the field without training that is
appropriate for their role. They may take VIP Volunteer Training (recommended) or a
one-hour VIP Buddy Training, as well as AYSO Safe Haven.
18
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Running A VIP Program
Team Formation
Team formation is always a challenge with VIP because of the diversity in age, size,
and ability levels in any given group of VIP players. Typically, new VIP programs do
not have enough players to create age divisions. They may start out with only 10 to
12 players, so efforts should be made to create two “roughly” balanced teams of six.
Have fewer players? Even six total players to start with can play 3 v 3 soccer.
Two “golden rules” of VIP soccer are:
•

Always play short-sided. This means playing with fewer than the typical 11
players on a side. Even with mainstream teams, full 11 v 11 soccer is not
recommended until U-14 division. Players get more touches on the ball, and
therefore have more fun and learn the game more quickly. Also remember
that with VIP teams, buddies on the field equal more bodies.

•

Form two age groups whenever possible: suggested ages 4-12 and 12+.
This is only a guideline, so do what works best with the players that you have.

The VIP Coach Manual offers ideas that will help determine player ability levels,
such as performing informal assessments and using a progress log to chart skill
development. Refer to this manual for details.

Scheduling Games and Practices
Time and location
As a first step, decide with the coach(es) if practices and games will be held
separately, on two different days, or back-to-back. It is a good idea to poll the
parents to see what their preferences are. Some parents may find it difficult to get
their player ready for two outings and as a result attendance will suffer.
Work with the Regional scheduler to try and secure the same day, time and location
each week. This is extremely important as many VIP players function better when
they have an established routine and are able to take any medication needed prior
to a “big event” that is likely to increase stress and excitement. With a consistent
schedule, parents can plan medication times accordingly.
When possible, select mid-mornings for practices and games. Players will be fresh
and temperatures tend to be more moderate than much earlier or later in the day.
Some VIP players are very sensitive to temperature.
Regardless of how practices and games are scheduled, a 30 minute practice is
sufficient for new VIP players. This should be followed with a short scrimmage if
games will be held on another day.
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Playing Options
When the program is new, many VIP coaches simply divide the available players
into two teams which play each other. This practice may continue for a whole
season or longer as some VIP programs tend to grow slowly, and after a while
players may tire of playing the same team over and over. The following options will
add variety and opportunities for interaction with different players:
•

Play against a mainstream team. Depending on the age range of the VIP players,
U-10, U-12 or U-14 teams are ideal. These players have some experience with
the game and will understand the need to adjust their level of play to keep the
game fun for the VIP players. Check to see which teams have a “bye” each
week, or arrange for them to play before or after their own games.

•

Play against a team of buddies. Because the buddies are usually on the field with
the players and should be accustomed to looking out for their needs, it is easy for
them to transition into this role. Buddies learn to feed the ball to players who
haven’t had the opportunity in a while, to step up the level of play for players who
need more challenge, and can still provide verbal direction and encouragement
on the field.

•

Play against VIP teams from nearby Regions. Interplay is fun for mainstream
players, so why not VIP players? This option is not always possible, but when
driving distances are not too lengthy it provides a great opportunity for VIP player
and parent interaction. If a nearby Region does not have a VIP program, help
them start one!

•

Play with siblings, coaches and other registered players and volunteers. While
not the most preferable option, it can be fun occasionally to get everyone out on
the field to play. This also helps parents learn the game. Only registered players
and volunteers may participate because of liability.

Note: Before playing new mainstream teams or any group that is unfamiliar with VIP
players, be sure to talk to the players ahead of time, telling them what to expect from
the VIP players and what you expect from them. The VIP coach could also conduct
this session just prior to playing the game.

Using Buddies
The use of buddies on the field is not necessary for every player, and should be
introduced as the players’ needs dictate. Many VIP players who start out needing a
buddy will be able to play independently in time, and that time can vary with each
player. As buddies phase out of “active duty” on the field, they should be
encouraged to stay involved as cheering fans and friends of the VIP players.
To ensure that buddies who need transportation show up at practices and games,
coordinate rides for them with parents or volunteers who are willing to pick them up
(see the Appendix for sample roster).
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Fields and Equipment
Field Size and Venue
Just as all VIP games should be short-sided, all VIP games should also be played
on smaller fields. The actual field dimensions could vary based on available space
and the needs of the players. In general, the recommendation is that younger
players use U-6 sized fields and older players use U-8 or U-10 sized fields.
Regional schedulers may not consider the need for all VIP fields to be handicapped
accessible, so it is important that this is communicated by the VIP Administrator well
in advance of field assignments.
Fields ideally are lined which help to keep the players aware of boundaries.
However, if lining is not possible, it is preferable to lay out a playing area with cones
if field space is at a premium rather than to forego playing at all. Sometimes,
alternative spaces have to be found that are not traditionally played on as fields,
such as church or hospital grounds. VIP teams may gain access to spaces not
allowed to mainstream teams, but this option should only be explored if it becomes
necessary, and other Regional or community teams should not always get the better
fields at the expense of the VIP teams.
Equipment
• Shin guards are required, as with mainstream AYSO games.
•

Soccer cleats are optional; athletic shoes are sufficient.

•

Size 5 ball is recommended as it is larger and easier to see and kick.

•

Beeping balls can be ordered for visually impaired players (see the Appendix).

•

Uniform ordering can be a challenge if not properly coordinated. Most uniform
manufacturers deliver sets of uniforms based on a formula that specifies a range
of sizes for each two-year age division rather than filling orders by individual
players. Naturally, VIP teams will fall “out of formula” because of the great variety
of ages and sizes, especially with new teams. Be sure to gather accurate
information on sizes needed by the VIP players and work with the Regional
uniform purchaser or manufacturer representative to ensure that the players
receive properly fitting uniforms.

•

If you are starting with a small number of players who will be playing each other
(at least initially), consider ordering reversible jerseys so that half of the players
can change to another color easily OR bring pinnies for players to wear over their
jerseys.

•

Smaller portable goals or even sets of cones fit the smaller fields better and allow
for more versatility.
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Game Guidelines
Length of Games
The length of a VIP game could vary depending on the age and stamina of the
players. Many VIP players just starting to play soccer will not be accustomed to
sustained physical exercise, as this may be the first sport they have participated in.
Lungs – and muscles – tire easily. The good news is that the players do become
better conditioned as time goes by, but they may still have short attention spans.
A good rule of thumb is to start with four 10-minute quarters and see how that works.
Many VIP teams stay with this format; others may lengthen the quarters as players
become more skillful and better conditioned.
Everyone Plays®, But...
The rule in AYSO is that every player must play at least half of every game, and that
applies to VIP players as well - willing and able VIP players, that is. The experience
may be too overwhelming for some beginning players, physically or otherwise, and
they should be allowed to sit out whenever they need to. For some new players, they
don’t begin to actively participate until many games have passed, but they should be
encouraged and included to the extent of their comfort levels, and at some point they
will decide that the game looks like fun and join the rest of the team.
Other Guidelines
• Teams keep the same goal for the entire game. Changing directions might be
confusing (although, try switching if your players are experienced).
•

Coaches are allowed on the field at all times, but that is not a requirement.

•

Keeping scores or standings is not recommended.

•

The Offside Law does not apply (see VIP Referee Manual for a complete listing
of officiating guidelines).

Safety
Fun, fair, and safe. These words are used extensively in AYSO as a model for each
game. Given the higher percentage of medical and physical conditions that need
extra care among VIP players, special attention is given here to safety. Here are
some rules and guidelines.
Rules
• A parent or parent designee of majority age must be present for each
player at every practice and game. There are no exceptions to this rule.
•
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Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a buddy. The buddy can ensure the
player is propelled safely and watch out for other players running too close to the
chair.
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Guidelines
• It is strongly recommended that walkers, braces and crutches be padded.
•

Allow helmets and other headgear that players routinely need to wear. If they can
be padded in some way, so much the better.

•

Some players are “runners,” taking off suddenly with no warning. Post parents or
other helpers spaced around the field if there are runners on your teams.

•

All VIP volunteers should assist in monitoring players for signs of fatigue, stress,
overheating, or other conditions that could compromise their safety.
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Fundraising and
Sponsorship
Don’t Question Motives
Generating enough money to support any volunteer effort is often one of the least
liked and most dreaded of tasks. Fortunately, when it comes to VIP programs,
finding monetary and in-kind support is often not that difficult. There may be many
reasons for this and as long as the VIP players are not exploited, consider any funds
or donations that will enrich the VIP program and its players.
Giving to VIP programs can “tug at the heartstrings.” It generates more human
interest than does giving to mainstream programs and yields great public relations
opportunities for the donors. Don’t focus on what motivates people to give.
Fundraising vs. Sponsorship
When choosing between a fundraising campaign (e.g. candy sale) and sponsorship
solicitation, always consider the players and their parents. Many VIP players are
more limited and more isolated than the average school-aged student, which
translates to fewer selling opportunities. This may be their only extra-curricular
activity, compared to the multiple programs and activities many mainstream students
are involved in. This could also be true for any adult players.
In addition, while parental involvement is necessary for any player’s successful sales
venture, parents of many VIP players will need to be even more heavily invested in
the project and may thank you endlessly for choosing another method of generating
funds. If you do decide on an alternate means, don’t hesitate to capitalize on
parental gratitude. You’ve spared them some work and aggravation – now how can
they help you in return?
A final word about financial support: Regional VIP programs can and should expect
the support of the Region. As the VIP Administrator, you should not be expected to
generate all of your operating funds any more than the U-8 or U-10 Division
Commissioners should. However, you should be assisting the Region’s fundraising
efforts and/or be looking for ways to generate funds to help with special projects
(scholarships, end-of-season parties, special equipment, etc.).
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Fundraising
Nationally Driven Fundraising
AYSO has many National and Corporate sponsors, some of which may offer
fundraising programs. Whether associated with an AYSO Region or operating
independently as a VIP League, your program can benefit from this type of
fundraising. The sponsors are not listed here because they change periodically, but
you can find a current list of all sponsors and licensees by logging on to the AYSO
Web site: www.AYSO.org or by calling (800) 872-2976 and asking for the Marketing
Department.
Local Fundraising
Most AYSO Regions launch at least one fundraising campaign annually. Fundraising
is such a vital operation to the success of many Regions that there is usually a board
position devoted to this job. If your VIP program is part of an AYSO Region, find out
who is in charge of fundraising and begin to coordinate efforts with her/him. Let your
needs be known as you convey a willingness to help out.
If you are starting a VIP League, or find yourself in the unfortunate position of not
having the support you thought you could count on, look for an item to sell that
contains the following elements:
1. The campaign is easily implemented – the company provides good services to
make it user-friendly
2. It is a recognized product that is not too expensive
3. It represents AYSO well
4. It has substantial profit on the dollar (close to or at 50%)
5. It is not time or labor intensive (frozen pizza vs. candy bars – which is more
time/labor intensive?)
6. It is timely (seasonal, or not being sold across town by another group)
There are many other methods of raising funds that involve varying degrees of time
and effort. You have probably been involved with other organizations and are
familiar with many of them: bake sales, rummage sales, auctions, etc. However, if
you are a savvy solicitor, you probably won’t need to explore those options.

Sponsorships
Soliciting
As was mentioned earlier, finding businesses and organizations willing to donate to
the VIP program is often easy. Now you need to make the entire solicitation process
easy for you as well. First, make a list of businesses in your area along with
addresses and phone numbers, leaving room to note the contact name when you
learn it. Next, write down what you are going to say then make the calls, keeping
track of responses. Follow up the personal call with a letter.
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Who Gets What?
Create the letter as a template, or standard format that you will use repeatedly to
send to prospective sponsors. To keep the date current, in Word click on Insert >
‘date and time,’ then select the date format you prefer. Each time the letter is
opened, the current date will appear and you only have to change the contact
information and add a few comments to personalize it. See the Appendix for a
sample sponsor letter.
Review the list of AYSO National Sponsors mentioned earlier to cross-check it with
local businesses that are franchises of or outlets for one of our National Sponsors.
For example, if a major ball manufacturer is a National Sponsor, contact your local
distributor for that company. You may want to create a second letter template if there
are quite a few businesses in your area in this category; for it will give your request
added “punch” by informing them of AYSO’s relationship with their parent
corporation. Don’t expect them to know this, and it might not even make a
difference, but it’s good information to include.
It is ideal (although not always possible) to meet prospective sponsors in person or
to have a contact you know who is associated with the business or organization. If
asking for funds from a service organization, always ask for the opportunity to speak
for a few minutes to the group and pass out brochures. A message delivered in
person has a far more powerful impact than one delivered in a letter.
In the end, you will probably make some personal visits and send letters to the rest.
Whether visiting in person or mailing, include the letter, Sponsorship Form, and a
VIP brochure. The Sponsorship Form is helpful in that it offers donors an opportunity
to designate where their money will be used. Some will not care, but others may feel
strongly about giving to a particular area, such as a scholarship fund for needy
players. It may be easiest to create one form for use by the entire Region with the
VIP program included as one of the designated areas. This allows the person in
charge of fundraising to use the same form when soliciting for the Region, and also
emphasizes the ownership of all programs under one “umbrella.”
The form should include a listing of sponsorship benefits: what the sponsor can
expect for giving certain amounts. Substantially more “goodies” should be granted to
$500 donors than $25 donors, but all should receive a measure of public
acknowledgment. A sample Regional Sponsorship Form can be found in the
Appendix.

Who Gets What?
If you are working cooperatively with a Regional Board, it is a good idea to decide in
advance what monies will go in the general Regional fund and what monies will be
used strictly for VIP players’ needs. This will help avoid hard feelings if money tends
to come in more readily for VIP and ensures that the VIP program “pays its dues.”
Use as a rule of thumb what is required of other teams in the Region. If each team is
expected to find a sponsor for $250 and give that toward the Regional operating
expenses, the VIP teams should, too. Give the expected amount no matter what the
size of your teams.
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In-Kind Donations
Be clear about the disposition of funds in the letter you send to sponsors and list the
types of things their donations will be used for specific to the VIP players (e.g.,
scholarships, advertising, special equipment, picnic or outing, etc.). If you have two
teams, needing only two team sponsorships, but receive four, honor the benefit
promised to each team sponsor but use half of the money for other VIP needs.
The emphasis you place on fundraising should be in direct proportion to the needs of
your program. You may not need to do much solicitation on your own aside from
providing general assistance to the Region. On the other hand, if the Region is
struggling financially, if you are on your own, or if a large project is looming ahead
such as finding and developing more fields, you will need to invest more time and
effort in generating funds. If you are on your own, don’t do it alone. Find some
volunteers to help you with this important task.

In-Kind Donations
In-kind donations are goods or services provided in lieu of money. While not as
versatile, they can be just as valuable as cash and should never be turned down!
Here are some examples of in-kind donations:
•

Free printing of flyers or T-shirts

•

Free engraving of plaques or trophies

•

Pizzas for an end-of-season party

•

Free radio or TV time

•

Equipment – balls, goals, etc.

•

Free use of a facility for a dinner or party
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Thank You, Thank You,
Thank You!
Yes, it bears repeating. People like and need to be thanked for their generosity.
Thank you letters, cards, plaques, etc. are a simple yet effective means of giving
positive affirmation to an individual or business while increasing the likelihood that
they will repeat the action next year. All donors deserve a warm acknowledgment.
In addition to the thank you letter, here are some other things you could do:
•

Invite the sponsor to attend a game. Enclose directions and a game schedule.
Take a picture of the sponsor with some of the players and include it in a followup letter.

•

Invite the sponsor to attend an end-of-the-season appreciation event.

•

Deliver a team photo plaque to the sponsor’s office or business.

•

Encourage parents and all volunteers to support any retail businesses that gave
and thank them when they are there.

•

Publish the sponsor list in your Regional newsletter, an editorial or ad in the local
paper, post on your website and fields.
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Sample Forms, Letters, Press Release
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VIP PROGRAM INFORMATION FORM
Thank you for volunteering with AYSO and especially the VIP Program! Please take
the time to complete and return the information requested. We then can identify your
program with AYSO, ensuring that the information is entered into our database and
shared with the appropriate people.
Section _____

Area _____

Region _____

Name of Regional Commissioner _________________________________
Name of VIP Administrator ______________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________
City ____________________________ State_____ Zip _______________
Home phone _____________________ Cell phone ___________________
Email address ________________________________________________
Region VIP email address (if have one) ___________________________
Best time/method to contact me _________________________________
How many players do you anticipate for your program? ______________
What is the age range you anticipate for your program? ______________
When do you expect the program to begin? ________________________
Please return this form by:
Mail:
AYSO – VIP Program
19750 South Vermont Avenue, Suite 200
Torrance, CA 90502
FAX: (310) 525-1155
Email: vip@ayso.org
Questions please call (800) 872-2976
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VIP Player Information Form
To help us better understand and coach your player, please
provide the requested information. Thank you!

Player’s Name
Height

Nick name
Weight

Shirt/Shorts Sizes

Age

Parent/Guardian Name
Phone #

Email

Primary Medical or Educational diagnosis:
Mobility:
 Ambulatory
 Uses walker
 Needs assistance  Uses crutches
 Independent
 Other
Communication:
 Verbal
 Non-verbal
 Uses Communication Board

 Uses wheelchair
 Uses braces

 Uses Sign Language  Uses PECs Cards
 Other

What motivates the player to perform well? (Check all that apply)
 Verbal praise
 Food
 Tangibles (prizes, stickers, etc.)
 Attention
 Being left alone
 Being allowed to  Other
Fears (loud noises, bugs, physical contact, etc.)
Health concerns that could impact the player’s game (asthma, heart condition, seizures,
etc.)
For players with Down Syndrome:
Does the player have the atlanto-axial condition?

 Yes

 No

If yes, are you aware that this condition may affect his/her ability to play soccer safely?

Behavioral concerns (unacceptable social behaviors, stress responses, etc.)

What strategies are used when these behaviors occur?

Please list anything else you feel the coach should know
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Buddy Information Form
This form is supplemental to the annual AYSO
Volunteer Application Form. This form must be
completed annually.
Season:  Fall  Spring 20
Name
Phone
Address
School attending
School’s Community Service Coordinator
Best Phone #

City
Grade

Zip
Age
_____

So we can pair you with the appropriate player, please provide the following
information:
 Male

 Female

My build is closest to:

Height
 stocky, strong
 slight build
 average build and strength for my age and gender

List any special skills you have
How many practices and games will you be able to attend?
or
Will you need transportation to practices and games?  Yes
If you answered “yes” please provide directions to your home below

 All
 No

If you are under the age of 18, your parent/guardian needs to sign below.
I hereby give my permission for my son/daughter
to participate in the AYSO VIP Program as a Buddy for a player who has
disabilities. I understand that this is a volunteer position and that my son/daughter
must also complete an AYSO Youth Volunteer Application Form and a copy must be
carried with him/her at all times when volunteering.
Signed
(Parent or Guardian)
(Please do not write in the space below)
Assigned to (Team)
Assigned to (Player)
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VIP Team and Buddy Roster

VIP Team and Buddy Roster
Team Name
Team Sponsor
Sponsor Contact

Sponsor Phone
Best #

Coach
Asst Coach
Team Parent
Player + Best
Phone Number
Example:
Tommy Gilroy
(900) 555-2020

Mom + Best
Phone Number

Dad + Best
Phone Number

Buddy + Best
Phone Number

Buddy’s Ride +
Phone Number

Sylvia Gilroy
(900) 555-2020

Dan Gilroy
(900) 555-3434

Jeff Roberts
(900) 555-4545

Smith Family
(900) 555-6868

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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Sample Letter to a School Community Service Coordinator
Date
John Smith
Community Service Coordinator
Anytown High School
123 Main Street
Anytown, USA 54321
Dear Mr. Smith:
I am in the process of developing a soccer program for players with disabilities
called VIP (Very Important Player) in our community. It is affiliated with the American
Youth Soccer Organization (AYSO), a non-profit organization that has been in
operation since 1964. I heard of your position at the high school through one of our
volunteers and think it is commendable that community service has been mandated
as a requirement for graduation. I am writing to offer an excellent way for your
students to earn their community service credits.
The VIP program uses non-disabled “buddies” to assist players on the field who
need guidance and prompting. Buddies also accompany players who use
wheelchairs, pushing their chairs and helping them play the ball. We need students
to volunteer as buddies. They do not have to be soccer players, and training—and
transportation, if needed—is provided.
The time commitment involved would be one hour of training and 1-½ hours each
Saturday morning for eight weeks, starting September 9. Buddies would be assisting
players during practices, where they can learn soccer skills and game fundamentals
along with the players, followed by a soccer game.
Buddies volunteering in established VIP programs in other communities rate their
experience highly, as among the most rewarding and life-changing activities they
have ever been involved in. They receive much more than they give and end up
making fast friends with the players. I hope you will agree that students in Anytown
High School should have this opportunity as well.
I would be happy to meet with you or to speak to a group of students, show the VIP
video, and talk to them about becoming a buddy. I have enclosed a VIP brochure for
your review, and hope to hear from you soon.
Thank You,
Jane Doe
VIP Program Administrator
AYSO Region 555
(900) 555-1212
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Sample Sponsorship Solicitation Letter

Date

Susan Smith
A & B Graphics
6789 Main Street
Smalltown, USA 54321

Dear Ms. Smith:
It was a pleasure speaking with you on the phone last week and to learn of your
interest in the AYSO VIP soccer program for players with disabilities that I am in the
process of organizing. My understanding of our conversation is that you want to be
counted among our sponsors, so the following information will hopefully guide you in
your giving.
At present there are 20 VIP players registered, 12 of whom will need a scholarship in
order to participate. I anticipate that number to rise, along with the total number of
registrants. We also need to purchase two sets of portable goals, balls and cones.
All teams in our Region are required to find team sponsors—money which goes
toward general operating expenses. However, as a team sponsor you would be
named on a VIP team banner and receive additional benefits outlined in the
enclosed form. Team sponsorships given in excess of the amount needed for our
teams will still receive full benefits as such even though the funds may be used for
other needs described above.
Please use the form to indicate your desired giving category and return the
completed form to me along with your contribution. You can be assured that you will
be helping to provide individuals with disabilities a wonderful opportunity to be part of
a team, to play soccer, to make new friends, and to have fun!
Gratefully,
Jane Doe
VIP Program Administrator
Region 555
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Sample Sponsor Letter
Yes! I want to help AYSO develop kids through soccer!
Please check one:
 Gold Sponsor: $500.00

 Scholarship Sponsor: $50.00

 Team Sponsor: $250.00

 I enclose $

Please check one or fill in:
 I prefer my donation to go toward general expenses
 I prefer to sponsor a particular player(s) named
 I prefer to sponsor a particular team named
 I prefer my donation to go toward the VIP Program for players with disabilities
 I prefer my donation to go toward
 I prefer to make an in-kind donation of (please describe)
Attach business card or fill in:
Your name

Company

Address

State

Phone

Email

Zip

Sponsorship Benefits:
For all sponsors, we thank you for your contribution to AYSO Region 555, part of a
non-profit organization. Our non-profit tax-free number is 95-6205398. All sponsors
will receive a subscription to our newsletter, a thank you in our newsletter and an
invitation to our end-of-the-season Recognition Banquet. All Gold and Team
Sponsors will receive advertising on team banners, on the concession stand
Sponsor Board, on a team photo plaque and a thank you in the Anywhere Times
(local newspaper).
Please send this completed form with your check payable to AYSO Region 555 to:
AYSO Region 555 Sponsor Relations Director
1234 Main Street
Anywhere, USA 54321
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Sample Sponsorship Thank You Letter

Date

Susan Smith
A & B Graphics
6789 Main Street
Smalltown, USA 54321
Dear Ms. Smith:
I received your contribution yesterday and wanted to thank you for your generous
support of our VIP Soccer Program.
It is my pleasure to inform you that A & B Graphics is the sponsor of the “Blue Jays”;
one of four teams of VIP players. There have never been any players more proud of
wearing their new blue and white uniforms!
Our games will take place every Saturday morning of the season at 10:00 a.m. at
Paradise Park, field # 3. We would love to have you and your colleagues join us
sometime to watch your team in action. It’s truly a treat—one that is impossible to
describe with words alone. I am privileged to be a part of the VIP program, and we
are privileged to have you as one of our sponsors.
Enclosed you will find a game schedule and directions to the field should you be
able to come to one or more of our games.
Thank you again!
Sincerely,

Jane Doe
Jane Doe
VIP Program Administrator
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Sample Press Release

Date
NEWS RELEASE

Contact: Jane Doe

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LOCAL AYSO PROGRAM STARTS SOCCER FOR
PLAYERS WITH DISABILITIES

The <name of community>, Region 555, of the American Youth Soccer
Organization (AYSO) has added an adapted soccer program for players with
disabilities called VIP – the Very Important Player program.
Starting this fall, players four years and older who have a disability that would make
it difficult for them to play successfully on a mainstream team will have an
opportunity to play soccer at their own level. There is no upper age limit. Teams will
be formed based on size, ability levels and age.
The VIP teams are not limited to ambulatory players. Players using wheelchairs,
walkers, and other assistive devices are welcome to register. AYSO has always
operated with the philosophy “Everyone Plays®,” meaning every player must play at
least half of every game. The VIP program expands that philosophy to ensure that
everyone has an opportunity to play soccer.
Practices and games will be held back-to-back, each session including learning
soccer skills followed by a soccer game. Sessions begin Saturday, <date>, at
<time> at <location>. For more information, contact Jane Doe at (900) 555-1212.
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Appendix B
VIP Materials (Ordering Information)
From the National Office (800) 872-2976
• VIP Program Guide – initial copy no charge
• VIP Coach, Referee and Buddy/Family Manuals initial copy no charge
• VIP Logo electronically
• Small registration poster for copying (8.5 x 11)
• Educational materials for VIP Volunteer Training or VIP Instructor Training
From the AYSO Supply Center (800) 872-2976
VIP items sold by the AYSO Supply Center
• VIP Program Guide
• VIP Coach Manual
• VIP Referee Manual
• VIP Buddy/Family Manual
• VIP Registration Poster – large, in color
• VIP Brochures – English and Spanish
• VIP Pins (Buddy, Coach, Referee, Administrator)
• VIP Patches (Buddy, Coach, Referee, Administrator)
• VIP Certificates (Player, Buddy, Volunteer)
From the AYSO Store (888) 297-6786
VIP Buddy T-shirts, VIP Coach Shirts, VIP Hats, etc
From Flaghouse
Flaghouse sells a variety of adapted sports and recreational equipment, including
beeping soccer balls. To order or to obtain a catalog, contact:
Flaghouse
601 Flaghouse Drive
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604-3116
(800) 793-7900
www.flaghouse.com
From Independent Living Aids, Inc
Independent Living sells CAN-DO™ products for an active, independent life,
including beeping soccer balls.
Independent Living
P O Box 9022
Hicksville, NY 11802-9022
(800) 537-2118
www.independentliving.com
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Appendix C
Disability Sports Organizations (DSOs)
(Only those offering soccer are listed)

Disabled Sports, USA
451 Hungerford Dr., Suite 100
Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 217-0960
Email: info@dsusa.org
www.dsusa.org
American Amputee Soccer Association
Email: rgh@ampsoccer.org
www.ampsoccer.org

United States Olympic Committee (USOC) member
organizations
Dwarf Athletic Association of America
708 Gravenstein Hwy, North, #118
Sebastopol, CA 95472
(888) 598-3222
Email: DAAA@flash.net
www.daaa.org
USA Deaf Sports Federation
PO Box 910338
Lexington, KY 40591-0338
TTY: (605) 367-5761
Voice: (605) 367-5760
FAX: (605) 782-8441
Email: homeoffice@usdeafsports.org
www.usdeafsports.org
BlazeSport America National Office (formerly National Disability Sports)
535 North McDonough Street
Decatur, GA 30030
(404) 270-2000
FAX: (404) 270-2039
Email: info@blazesports.org
www.blazesports.org
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Appendix D
Disability Organizations and References
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
U.S. Department of Justice
Toll-Free ADA Information Line:
(800) 514-0301
TYY (800) 514-0383
www.ada.gov
ADD/ADHD
Children and Adults with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
(CHADD)
8181 Professional Place, Suite 150
Landover, MD 20785
(301) 306-7070
FAX: (301) 306-7090
www.chadd.org
Autism
Autism Society of America
4340 East-West Hwy, Suite 350
Bethesda, MD 20814
(800) 3AUTISM (328-8476)
Email: info@autism-society.org
www.autism-society.org
Blindness
American Foundation for the Blind
2 Penn Plaza, Suite 1102
New York, NY 10121
(800) 232-5463 AFB Information Center
(212) 502-7600 AFB Headquarters
Email: afb@afb.org
www.afb.org
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Cerebral Palsy
United Cerebral Palsy
1825 K Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20006
(800) 872-5827 or (202) 776-0406
Email: info@ucp.org
www.ucp.org
Down Syndrome
National Down Syndrome Society
666 Broadway, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10012
(800) 221-4602
FAX: (212) 979-2873
Email: info@ndss.org
www.ndss.org
Dwarfism
Little People of America, Inc.
250 El Camino Real, Suite 201
Tustin, CA 92780
(888) LPA-2001 (English and Spanish)
(714) 368-3689
Fax: (714) 368-3367
Email: info@lpaonline.org
www.lpaonline.org
Emotional Disturbances
NICHCY: National Dissemination Center for Children with
Disabilities
1825 Connecticut Ave, NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20009
(800) 695-0285 (Voice and TTY)
FAX: (202) 884-8441
Email: nichcy@fhi360.org
www.nichcy.org
Fragile X
The National Fragile X Foundation
(800) 688-8765 or (925) 938-9300
FAX: (925) 938-9315
Email: natlfx@FragileX.org
www.nfxf.org
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Mental Retardation
Association for Retarded Citizens (ARC)
The Arc of the United States National Headquarters Office
1825 K Street, NW, Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20006
(800) 433-5255 (202) 534-3700
FAX: (202) 534-3731
Email: Info@thearc.org
www.thearc.org
Special Olympics, Inc.
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
(800) 700-8585
(202) 628-3630
FAX: (202) 824-0200
Email: info@specialolympics.org
www.specialolympics.org

Muscular Dystrophy
Muscular Dystrophy Association - USA National Headquarters
3300 E. Sunrise Drive
Tucson, AZ 85718
(800) 572-1717
Email:mda@mdausa.org
www.mda.org

Prader-Willi Syndrome
Prader-Willi Syndrome Association (USA)
8588 Potter Park Drive, Suite 500
Sarasota, FL 34238
(800) 926-4797 or (941) 312-0400
FAX: (941) 312-0142
Email: pwsausa@pwsausa.org
www.pwsausa.org

Spina Bifida
Spina Bifida Association of America
4590 MacArthur Blvd NW, Suite 250
Washington, DC 20007-4226
(800) 621-3141
(202) 944-3285
FAX: 202-944-3295
Email: sbaa@sbaa.org

www.sbaa.org
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Disability Magazines
Note: This list represents a sample of what’s available. A great source is for
publication information is http://www.joniandfriends.org/helps/publications.shtml
Ability Magazine
P O Box 10878
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(949) 854-8700
FAX: (949) 548-5966
Email: webmaster@abilitymagazine.com
www.abilitymagazine.com
Exceptional Parent Magazine
65 E Route 4
River Edge, NJ 07649
(877) 372-7368
201-489-4111
FAX: (201) 489-0074
Email: vbira@hotmail.com
www.eparent.com
Palaestra: Forum of Sport, Physical Education & Recreation for
Those With Disabilities
McDonough Democrat, Inc
PO Box 269
Bushnell, IL 61422
(309) 772-2129
Email: palaestra@themcdonoughdemocrat.com
www.palaestra.com
Parenting Special Needs Magazine
http://parentingspecialneeds.org/
PN – The magazine for wheelchair users
www.pvamagazines.com/pnnews/#
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Training
VIP Volunteer Training
VIP Buddy Training
Goals
• To prepare volunteers to work with players with disabilities
•

To build knowledge about AYSO as an organization

•

To acquaint participants with the Safe Haven program

VIP Instructor Course
Goals
•

To prepare instructors to teach the VIP Volunteer Training and the VIP Buddy
Training courses.
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VIP Program Administrator

Regional VIP Administrator
______________________________________________________________________________
Purpose
The AYSO volunteer position of VIP (Very Important Player) Program Administrator in a
Region is intended to serve as a liaison among the Regional Commissioner, the VIP
volunteers and the parents or guardians of players eligible to play in the VIP Program
for players with physical and/or mental disabilities.
Specific Duties and Responsibilities
The Regional VIP Program Administrator is expected to:
1. Act as an advocate for the VIP Program;
2. Work with the Registrar to publish and distribute information to prospective players;
3. Select and arrange training for the VIP volunteers – coaches, referees, buddies and
others;
4. Work with uniform and equipment managers to order uniforms and equipment;
5. Distribute uniforms and necessary materials to VIP coaches;
6. Oversee team formation;
7. Collect and verify team rosters;
8. Develop and distribute a schedule for field set-up and take-down;
9. Schedule and conduct meetings with VIP volunteers as necessary;
10. Handle coach, buddy, player or parental concerns, mediate disputes with help of the
Regional Commissioner (as needed);
11. Promote additional playing opportunities, such as VIP tournaments;
12. Work with the National VIP Coordinator at the National Office.
Qualifications and Desired Skills
To be considered for the position of VIP Program Administrator, the applicant should:
1. Annually submit an AYSO Volunteer Application form;
2. Pass the AYSO screening and background check;
3. Demonstrate good character and reliability;
4. Know the AYSO structure and have commitment to the AYSO philosophies;
5. Have administrative abilities;
6. Have a working knowledge of children and adults with physical and mental
disabilities.

Regional VIP Administrator Position Description
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Supervision Protocols
While performing as the VIP Program Administrator, the volunteer is:
1. Subject to the bylaws, rules, regulations, policies, procedures and guidelines of
AYSO;
2. Under the overall authority of and directly supervised by the Regional
Commissioner; and
3. To maintain the required VIP adult to player supervision ratio of 1:1; that is one
adult for every VIP player (one of whom may be the coach and one of whom should
be of the same gender as the group) present at all times. For the protection of both
the player and the volunteer, no volunteer should permit himself or herself to be
alone with any player or group of players (except his or her own) during AYSOsponsored activities.
Time Commitment
The anticipated time commitment for a VIP Administrator is a full year. The estimated
hours to fulfill duties are approximately 20 hours preseason and four hours per week
during the season.
Orientation, Training, Certification, and Continued Education Provided
To prepare a volunteer for the position of VIP Program Administrator, AYSO will offer
the following educational opportunities which volunteer is expected to take advantage of
and participate in, as appropriate.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Orientation by the Regional Commissioner;
VIP Volunteer Training;
AYSO’s Safe Haven Certification;
Training classes and continuing education; and,
Annual Player Development and Special Programs update.

Activity Locations
While performing the duties of VIP Program Administrator, the volunteer is limited to the
following locations, unless expressly authorized in writing by the Regional
Commissioner to hold activities in another location.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assigned field locations;
Assigned classroom locations;
Regional board meetings and sponsored events;
The annual Section Meetings; and
Independent work at home alone, in committees of adults or in a properly
supervised situation with players.

Regional VIP Administrator Position Description
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VIP Coach
______________________________________________________________________________
Purpose
The AYSO volunteer position of VIP (Very Important Player) Coach is intended to
develop in players a positive image of themselves, their teammates, coaches, game
officials and opponents, and provide a good role model for players. Additionally, the
VIP coach will develop in his/her players the appropriate soccer skills as recommended
in the AYSO VIP Coach Manual.
Specific Duties and Responsibilities
The coach is expected to:
1. Attend team organization night with the assistant coach before the season begins;
2. Attend VIP Volunteer Training and the age appropriate coaching courses
recommended, U-6, U-8; for training on how to coach or as a refresher on AYSO
philosophy; additional coach training will be necessary as the team players develop;
3. Attend uniform/equipment distribution night prior to a season to receive team
uniforms, equipment and a playing schedule;
4. Conduct appropriate training sessions;
5. Promote the AYSO philosophies;
6. Support the Regional Commissioner and the VIP Administrator;
7. Cooperate with the Regional Coach Administrator on all coaching matters;
8. Conduct a parent and buddy meeting to distribute practice and games schedules;
9. Teach appropriate and adaptive skills;
10. Follow Safe Haven guidelines and principles;
11. Refrain from the use of insulting, embarrassing, foul or abusive language;
12. Provide player evaluations to the VIP Administrator at the end of the season;
13. Carry out other team tasks as necessary, including providing additional playing
opportunities such as tournaments; and
14. Have FUN!
Qualifications and Desired Skills
To be considered for the position of coach, the applicant must:
1. Be 18 years of age or older;
2. Annually submit an AYSO Volunteer Application form;
3. Pass the AYSO screening and background check;
4. Demonstrate good character and reliability and be responsive to player and parent
needs;

VIP Coach Position Description
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5. Be interested in promoting the benefits of youth sports, especially soccer; and
6. Attend training classes before the season begins;
7. Have an understanding of players with disabilities.
Supervision Protocols
While performing as the coach, the volunteer is:
1. Subject to the bylaws, rules, regulations, policies, procedures and guidelines of
AYSO;
2. Under the overall authority of and directly supervised by the VIP Administrator or
the Regional Coach Administrator and supervised indirectly by the Regional
Commissioner;
3. To maintain the required VIP adult to player supervision ratio of 1:1 or less; that is
one adult for every VIP player (one of whom may be the coach and one of whom
should be of the same gender as the group) present at all times. For the protection
of both the players and the volunteer, no volunteer should permit himself or herself
to be alone with any player or group of players (except his or her own) during
AYSO-sponsored activities; and
4. Once the head coach has assumed charge of the children on his or her team, he or
she remains responsible until a duly designated adult has taken charge of each
player after practice or a game.
Time Commitment
The anticipated time commitment for a VIP coach is a full year. The estimated hours to
fulfill duties are approximately four hours per week during the season.
Orientation, Training, Certification, and Continued Education Provided
To prepare a volunteer for the position of VIP coach, AYSO will offer the following
educational opportunities which volunteer coaches are expected to take advantage of
and participate in, as appropriate.
1. Orientation by the VIP Administrator, Regional Commissioner and/or Regional
Coach Administrator;
2. VIP Volunteer Training;
3. AYSO’s Safe Haven Certification;
4. Training classes and continuing education; and,
5. Annual Coach Update and Player Development and Special Programs update.
Activity Locations
While performing the duties of coach, the volunteer is limited to the following locations,
unless expressly authorized in writing by the Regional Commissioner to hold activities in
another location.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assigned field locations;
Regional meetings and sponsored events;
The annual Section Meeting; and
Independent work at home alone, in committees of adults, or in a properly
supervised situation with children.
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VIP Referee
______________________________________________________________________________
Purpose
The AYSO volunteer position of VIP (Very Important Player) Referee is intended to
manage soccer matches played between teams of VIP players or between VIP players
and other opponents, according to the AYSO National Rules and Regulations, the FIFA
Laws of the game and the training curriculum as specified in the AYSO VIP Referee
Manual. The referee is expected to cooperate with coaches and other officials to
develop a positive self-image in the players and to provide a good role model for all
AYSO participants.
Specific Duties and Responsibilities
The VIP referee is expected to:
1. Support the VIP Program and the National Referee Program in both specifics and in
spirit;
2. Attend specific VIP and referee training courses to develop refereeing skills;
3. Attend referee refresher courses (continuing education training) as necessary to
become familiar with changes to the AYSO Rules and Regs, FIFA Law knowledge,
VIP specific rules;
4. Officiate VIP matches to which he/she is assigned according to the AYSO Rules
and Regs, the FIFA Laws of the Game and prevailing VIP guidelines;
5. Work with VIP coaches and buddies at the games to secure fun, fair and safe play;
6. Promote the AYSO philosophies;
7. Support the VIP Administrator, Regional Commissioner and Region staff;
8. Attend Regional referee meetings before and during the season as required;
9. Cooperate with the Regional Referee Administrator and the referee staff on issues
pertaining to refereeing;
10. Carry out any other refereeing tasks as necessary;
11. Have FUN!
Qualifications and Desired Skills
To be considered for the position of VIP referee, the applicant must:
1. Annually submit an AYSO Volunteer Application form;
2. Pass the AYSO screening and background check;
3. Demonstrate good character and reliability;
4. Have an interest in promoting the benefits of sports, especially soccer, for VIP
players and their families;
5. Have an interest in helping players with physical and mental disabilities; and

VIP Referee Position Description
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6. Have an understanding of players with physical and mental disabilities.
Supervision Protocols
While performing as the VIP referee, the volunteer is:
1. Subject to the bylaws, rules, regulations, policies, procedures and guidelines of
AYSO;
2. Under the overall authority of and directly supervised by the VIP Administrator or
the Regional Referee Administrator, and supervised indirectly by the Regional
Commissioner; and
3. To maintain the required adult to player supervision ratio of 1:1 or less; that is one
adult for every VIP player and two adults (one of whom may be the coach and one
of whom should be of the same gender as the group) present at all times. For the
protection of both the player and the volunteer, no volunteer should permit himself
or herself to be alone with any player or group of players (except his or her own)
during AYSO-sponsored activities.
Time Commitment
The anticipated time commitment for a VIP referee is a full year. The estimated hours
to fulfill duties are approximately two hours per week during the season.
Orientation, Training, Certification, and Continued Education Provided
To prepare a volunteer for the position of VIP referee, AYSO will offer the following
educational opportunities which volunteer referees are expected to take advantage of
and participate in, as appropriate.
1. Orientation by the VIP Administrator, Regional Commissioner and/or Regional
Referee Administrator;
2. VIP Volunteer Training;
3. AYSO’s Safe Haven Certification;
4. Training classes and continuing education; and,
5. Annual Referee Update and Player Development and Special Programs Update.
Activity Locations
While performing the duties of referee, the volunteer is limited to the following locations,
unless expressly authorized in writing by the Regional Commissioner to hold activities in
another location.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assigned field locations;
Assigned classroom locations;
The annual Section Meetings; and
Tournaments and other secondary play opportunities.
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VIP Buddy
______________________________________________________________________________
Purpose
The AYSO volunteer position of VIP (Very Important Player) Buddy is a non-disabled
person intended to guide the VIP player on the field of play and, when, if no longer
needed to assist physically, continues to be part of the player support system from the
sideline.
Specific Duties and Responsibilities
The VIP buddy is expected to:
1. Treat all VIP players with respect;
2. Guide the VIP player physically, if necessary, on the field;
3. Encourage the VIP player verbally, may “guide” the ball but do not “play” the ball;
4. Work with the VIP coach to determine the use of the buddy on the field for a
particular individual or situation;
5. Understand involvement of the buddy could start with full-time on the field, progress
to fewer than four quarters and then progress to cheerleading from the sidelines;
6. Decrease his/her role, except for consistent cheerleader, throughout the season as
dictated by the player’s progress; and;
7. Work toward the goal of player independence;
8. Have FUN!
Qualifications and Desired Skills
To be considered for the position of VIP buddy, the applicant must:
1. Annually submit an AYSO Youth Volunteer Application form or AYSO Volunteer
Application;
2. If under 18 years of age, successfully pass the AYSO screening; if 18 or over,
successfully passing a screening, including a background check;
3. Be open-minded, friendly and reliable;
4. Demonstrate willingness to learn about and assist players with disabilities as
needed;
5. Have a basic knowledge of soccer; and
6. Attend VIP Volunteer Training or Buddy Training before the season begins.

VIP Buddy Position Description
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Supervision Protocols
While performing as the Buddy, the volunteer is:
1. Subject to the bylaws, rules, regulations, policies, procedures and guidelines of
AYSO;
2. Under the overall authority of and directly supervised by the VIP Administrator, and
supervised indirectly by the VIP Coach;
3. To maintain the required VIP adult to player supervision ratio of 1:1 or less; that is
one adult for every VIP player (one of whom may be the coach and one of whom
should be of the same gender as the group) present at all times. For the protection
of both the player and the volunteer, no volunteer should permit himself or herself to
be alone with any player or group of players (except his or her own) during AYSOsponsored activities; and
Time Commitment
The anticipated time commitment for a VIP buddy is a full year. The estimated hours to
fulfill duties are approximately two hours per week during the season.
Orientation, Training, Certification, and Continued Education Provided
To prepare a volunteer for the position of VIP buddy, AYSO will offer the following
educational opportunities which volunteer coaches are expected to take advantage of
and participate in, as appropriate.
1. Orientation by the VIP Administrator or designated Regional staff member or the
VIP coach;
2. AYSO’s Safe Haven Certification;
3. VIP Buddy Training; or
4. VIP Volunteer Training.
Activity Locations
While performing the duties of buddy, the volunteer is limited to the following locations,
unless expressly authorized in writing by the Regional Commissioner to hold activities in
another location.
1. Assigned field locations;
2. Assigned classroom locations;
3. Regional sponsored events.
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Thank you

Thank you for participating in AYSO’S VIP Program. If you have any questions or
concerns that you or your fellow VIP administrators would like assistance with,
please contact the AYSO National Office:

AYSO National Office
19750 South Vermont Avenue, Suite 200
Torrance, CA 90502
(800) 872-2976
Email: vip@ayso.org
www.AYSO.org/VIP
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